In alphabetic languages, prior exposure to a target word's orthographic neighbour influences word recognition in masked priming experiments (e.g., Segui & Grainger, 1990; Davis & Lupker, 2006 ) and the process of word identification that occurs during normal reading (Paterson, Liversedge, & Davis, 2009). We investigated whether similar neighbor priming effects are observed in Chinese in 4 masked priming experiments (employing a forward mask and 33ms, 50ms, and 67ms prime durations) and in an experiment that measured eye movements while reading. In these experiments, the stroke neighbor of a Chinese character was defined as any character that differed by the addition, deletion, or substitution of one or two strokes. Prime characters were either stroke neighbors or stroke non-neighbors of the target character, and each prime character had either a higher or lower frequency of occurrence in the language than its corresponding target character. Frequency effects were observed in all experiments, demonstrating that the manipulation of character frequency was successful. In addition, a robust inhibitory priming effect was observed in response times for target characters in the masked priming experiments and in eye fixation durations for target characters in the reading experiment. This stroke neighbor priming was not modulated by the relative frequency of the prime and target characters. The present findings therefore provide a novel demonstration that inhibitory neighbor priming shown previously for alphabetic languages is also observed for nonalphabetic languages, and that neighbor priming (based on stroke overlap) occurs at the level of the character in Chinese. The influence of a word's orthographic neighbours on word recognition has been studied extensively in alphabetic languages (see Andrews, 1997, for a review). In particular, studies using priming techniques have revealed that prior exposure to a word's orthographic neighbour as a prime slows recognition of that word when it is displayed as a target (e.g., blue -BLUR). Research also shows that this priming effect is modulated by the relative frequency of the prime and target words in the language. In unmasked priming, where the prime word is displayed for comparatively long durations (typically 350ms) without a mask, stronger inhibitory priming is usually observed when primes have a lower frequency of occurrence than target words (e.g., Colombo, 1986; Lupker & Colombo, 1994; Segui & Grainger, 1990) . This is often explained in terms of conscious identification of the prime leading to inhibition of higher frequency lexical competitors (which will include the target word) and thereby impeding recognition of the target word.
. Third, because phonological or semantic information can be conveyed at the level of the radical, Chinese characters that differ by one or two strokes are not necessarily phonologically or semantically similar. Consequently, employing a definition of orthographic similarity based on stroke overlap enabled an assessment of neighbour priming effects that are orthographic in nature and not confounded by other associative aspects.
We consider this to be an advantage over previous research on neighbour priming in Chinese.
Our approach may also be argued to be advantageous over many studies of neighbour priming in alphabetic languages. Neighbour words in many alphabetic languages (e.g., English, Dutch, French) frequently both look and sound similar to each other because of grapheme to phoneme correspondences (or grapheme-phoneme mappings). Such correspondences help readers to parse strings of graphemes and convert them into phonemes during word recognition. Thus, it is often difficult to avoid effects of phonological similarity when assessing neighbour priming effects in alphabetic languages and studies of neighbour priming do not always systematically take account of both orthographic and phonological similarity. In Chinese, however, there is a much looser relationship between a character's orthographic form and its corresponding phonological representation. Consequently, the present study of neighbour priming in Chinese provided a valuable opportunity to assess effects of orthographic similarity on character recognition while excluding effects of phonological overlap.
To our knowledge, only one previous study, by Shen and Forster (1999) , has examined orthographic priming effects defined at the level of the stroke. The focus of this study was on phonological priming, but the experiments included control conditions in which simple or compound target characters were primed by an orthographically similar prime character that differed from the target by no more than two strokes. The effect of these primes was investigated using both naming and the lexical decision task, in experiments where prime characters were displayed for 50ms following a pattern mask. In both experiments, the orthographically similar prime character facilitated target character recognition relative to a dissimilar control character. The orthographic neighbour priming effect therefore differs from that frequently reported for words in alphabetic languages, and for words in Japanese Katakana (Nakayama et al., 2011) , as stroke or letter overlap produced inhibition rather than facilitation.
The aim of the present research was to more fully explore mechanisms that underlie character recognition in Chinese. In particular, we aimed to determine whether stroke neighbour priming is observed in Chinese character recognition and if the effects are inhibitory, and therefore similar to those for alphabetic languages in masked priming, or facilitatory, as Shen and Forster (1999) observed. Inhibitory priming effects would provide evidence that a process of inhibition is used to select between alternative candidates during character recognition, analogous to proposed mechanisms of competition and lexical inhibition in alphabetic word recognition (e.g., Davis, 2003; Davis & Lupker, 2006) . However, if facilitation is observed, this would provide evidence against such an account of character identification in Chinese. Two further issues also arise. If masked priming effects in the present research are similar to those for alphabetic languages, then the question arises as to whether these effects are modulated by character frequency, as observed for alphabetic prime and target neighbour words and as predicted by competitive network models (e.g., Davis, 2003) . Finally, following Paterson et al. (2009) , we wished to determine whether orthographic similarity gives rise to inter-character priming effects in eye fixation times for characters during reading, and hence demonstrate priming effects in normal reading.
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we used a masked priming paradigm in which a forward mask was followed by a Chinese character that was the prime, and this in turn was followed by a target character that participants responded to by indicating whether it was a Chinese character or a pseudo-character.
Prime characters were neighbours that differed from a target character by no more than two character strokes, or non-neighbours, and each prime character had either a higher or lower frequency of occurrence than the corresponding target character. Masked priming research in alphabetic languages often uses a sequence of hash symbols as a forward mask (e.g., ####). However, hash symbols may be less effective at masking Chinese characters (Tan et al., 1995; Perfetti & Tan, 1998; Liu et al., 2003) and so following previous research we used Chinese pseudo-characters as a mask.
Predictions were straightforward and based on findings from masked priming in alphabetic languages and previous research by Shen and Forster (1999) . A particular concern was whether prior exposure to a character that differs by no more than two strokes provides an orthographic competitor for the target character and therefore impedes target character recognition. If this is the case, response times should be slower for targets that follow a neighbour prime than a non-neighbour prime.
Moreover, if the influence of a neighbour prime depends on the relative frequency of prime and target characters, prior exposure to a higher frequency prime should inhibit recognition of a lower frequency target. Consequently, response times should be slower for lower frequency targets that follow a higher frequency neighbour prime than a higher frequency non-neighbour prime, but response times may not differ for higher frequency targets that follow either a lower frequency neighbour or a lower frequency non-neighbour prime. Alternatively, if the findings are in line with those of Shen and Forster, prior exposure to an orthographically similar prime will facilitate target character recognition irrespective of the relative frequency of the prime and target characters.
Method
Participants. 48 undergraduate students from Tianjin Normal University (Tianjin, China) took part. All were Mandarin-speaking, right-handed, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Stimuli. One hundred and twelve pairs of characters were selected from "A Dictionary of Chinese Character Information" (Li & Liu, 1988) . These were arranged into 56 pairs of neighbour characters that differed by only one or two strokes (e.g., 勺 spoon / 习 study) and where one character in each pair had a significantly lower frequency of occurrence than the other (high frequency characters: mean = 717 counts per million, range = 107-3183 counts per million; low frequency characters: mean = 24 counts per million, range = 1-68 counts per million; t(55) = 8.06, p<.001). High and low frequency characters were matched on number of strokes (high frequency characters, mean = 6.6 strokes, range = 2-13 strokes; low frequency characters, mean = 6.6 strokes, range = 3-13 strokes, t<1). In addition, 112 non-neighbour prime characters were matched with neighbour characters from each pair for both frequency (ts<1) and number of strokes (ts<1).
Although prime and target character pairs were phonologically dissimilar, these sometimes had the same tone. In spoken Chinese, each syllable comprises an onset and a rime and is articulated in one of four tones, which vary in pitch and contour. Prior research has shown that tone has little influence on judgments of phonological similarity between characters (Taft & Chen, 1992 ; see also Ding, Peng, & Taft, 2004) , and so the present research focused on phonological similarity at the level of the syllable. In order to ensure that prime and target characters differed phonologically, 20 native Chinese speakers (who did not take part in any of the experiments) rated the phonological similarity of the prime (neighbours and controls) and target characters on a 7-point scale (where 1 was very dissimilar and 7 was very similar). Neighbour pairs (M = 1.1) and control-target pairs (M = 1.1) were rated as equally highly phonologically dissimilar (t<1). Ten further native Chinese speakers (who also did not take part in the experiments) rated the visual similarity of the primes and matched control characters using a 7-point scale (where 1 was very dissimilar and 7 was very similar). This confirmed that prime and control words (and therefore also control and target words) were perceived as visually dissimilar (M = 1.2). Consequently, any priming effects would be due to the perceived visual similarity of prime and target words. A further 56 pseudo-characters targets were constructed as foils that should produce a pseudo-character response in the decision task and these were paired with 56 prime characters that were selected randomly. Pseudo-character targets were constructed by combining two or more radicals that do not combine to form real Chinese characters. A full list of the neighbour character pairs is given in the Appendix.
In neighbour priming conditions, each higher frequency neighbour served as a prime for a lower frequency target (e.g., 习 study / 勺 spoon) and vice versa (e.g., 勺 spoon / 习 study). In control conditions, either a higher frequency non-neighbour character served as a prime for a lower frequency target (e.g., 立 stand / 勺 spoon) or a lower frequency non-neighbour character served as a prime for a higher frequency target (e.g., 丫 fork / 习 study). These prime-target displays were counterbalanced across participants using a Latin Square design, so that each participant viewed one prime-target pair from each stimulus set and an equal number of prime-target pairs in each prime condition. In pseudocharacter target conditions, a randomly selected character served as the prime for a pseudo-character target. Therefore, each participant made character decisions for 56 character targets and 56 pseudocharacter targets.
Apparatus and Procedure. Participants were tested individually in a quiet room. Stimuli were presented on a 14-inch laptop using E-prime (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA). The laptop had a screen refresh rate of 60Hz. Each trial started with a fixation point in the centre of the screen, followed by a pseudo-character forward mask displayed for 493ms. The mask was replaced by the prime character, which was presented in size 36 Songti Font for 67ms. The prime was replaced immediately by a target character displayed in the same size and font, and this character remained on the screen until a response was made or the display timed out (after 2000ms). Stimuli were displayed as white characters against a black background. Reaction times (from target character onset until response) were recorded automatically. Participants classified the target as a character or a pseudocharacter by pressing one of two keys on the keyboard. Trials on which no response was made before the time-out were omitted from the data analysis. Each participant received 30 practice trials with feedback, and started the experimental trials once the accumulative accuracy was greater than 90% (the 30 practice trials were repeated until each participant achieved this criterion).
Results and Discussion
Error rates and the latency of correct responses for target characters were analysed. Incorrect responses and responses with latencies beyond each condition mean plus/minus 3 standard deviations were excluded from the analysis (accounting for 4.2% of trials). A two-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was conducted with factors target character frequency (lower, higher) and prime type (neighbour, non-neighbour), computing error variance over participants (F 1 ) and items (F 2 ). Mean error rates and response latencies are shown in Table 1 .
Insert Table 1 50 . This showed that targets that followed a neighbour prime were recognized more slowly than targets that followed a non-neighbour prime and that this inhibitory priming effect was not modulated by the relative frequency of prime and target characters. 1 Masked priming research in alphabetic languages has shown that the inhibitory influence of a neighbour prime occurs only when the prime is higher in frequency than the target. However, the present findings suggest that frequency does not modulate stroke neighbour priming in Chinese. This contrasts with findings from (Latinate) alphabetic languages, and with the findings of Shen and Forster (1999) , but is consistent with Nakayama et al.'s (2011) findings for words in Japanese Katakana.
Experiments 2a-c
Experiment 2 further tested the neighbour priming effect in Chinese character recognition using masked priming and shorter prime durations. Experiment 1 showed clear neighbour priming when prime characters were displayed for 67ms. However, the magnitude of the priming effect was unaffected by the relative frequency of prime and target characters. One reason why we may not have obtained a modulating effect of frequency is because a 67ms prime duration may be sufficiently long to allow participants to consciously identify the prime. In neighbour priming studies using alphabetic stimuli where the relative frequency of prime and target stimuli do modulate priming effects, prime durations that do not allow for conscious identification of the prime stimulus have usually been used (e.g., Brysbaert et al., 2000; Davis & Lupker, 2006; Segui & Grainger, 1990) . Such prime durations are usually of the order of 60ms or 67ms (hence our choice of prime duration for Experiment 1).
However, Chinese characters are quite compact, and the language quite dense . Thus, although a 67ms prime duration may be sufficiently short to prevent conscious identification of an alphabetic word prime, this may not hold for single Chinese characters (that are often not a full word in their own right). A second concern was to further investigate the inhibitory priming effect we obtained. Shen and Forster (1999) used a prime duration of only 50ms and found that neighbour primes facilitated character recognition. It was therefore also possible that the inhibitory effect we observed was due to the longer prime duration enabling conscious identification of prime characters. For this reason, we decided to re-run Experiment 1 with shorter (33ms & 50ms)
prime durations to avoid the possibility that participants would consciously identify the prime. In this way, we could be sure that any inhibitory effects we observed, and any lack of a modulatory effect of frequency, were not due to conscious identification of the prime.
We predicted that if neighbour priming is inhibitory, but not modulated by character frequency,
we would obtain the same pattern of effects as in Experiment 1. However, if the effects in Experiment 1 were due to conscious identification of the prime when a 67ms prime duration was used, a facilitatory effect may be produced, in line with Shen and Forster (1999) , at the shorter prime durations used in Experiments 2a (33ms) & 2b (50ms). Alternatively, the priming effect may still be inhibitory, and a modulating effect of lexical frequency may be observed at these shorter prime durations, in line with previous research on alphabetic languages.
Experiment 2a

Method
Participants were 48 undergraduate students from Tianjin Normal University (Tianjin, China).
All were Mandarin-speaking, right-handed, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. No participant had also taken part in Experiment 1. The stimuli, design, and procedure were identical to Experiment 1, except that the prime duration was reduced from 67ms to 33ms.
Results and Discussion
Data analysis methods were the same as in Experiment 1. Incorrect responses and responses with latencies beyond the condition mean plus/minus 3 standard deviations were excluded from the analysis (accounting for 4.9% of trials). The resulting data were analysed using an ANOVA with factors target character frequency (lower, higher) and prime type (neighbour, non-neighbour), computing error variance over participants (F 1 ) and items (F 2 ). Mean error rates and response latencies are shown in Table 1 .
For error rates, only a main effect of target frequency was reliable, 
Experiment 2b
Method
All were Mandarin-speaking, right-handed, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. No participant had also taken part in Experiment 1 or 2a. The design and procedure were identical to the previous experiments, except that the prime duration was 50ms. The same stimuli were presented but on a 17-inch CRT monitor which had a higher screen refresh rate of 100Hz.
Results and Discussion
Data analysis methods were the same as in Experiments 1 and 2a. As in these experiments, incorrect responses and responses with latencies beyond the condition mean plus/minus 3 standard deviations were excluded from the analysis (accounting for 4.3% of trials). The resulting data were analyzed using an ANOVA with factors target character frequency (lower, higher) and prime type (neighbour, non-neighbour), computing error variance over participants (F 1 ) and items (F 2 ). Mean error rates and response latencies are shown in Table 1 .
For error rates, only a main effect of target character frequency was reliable, 
Experiment 2c
Experiments 2a and 2b show that the pattern of findings obtained with 33ms and 50ms prime durations is very similar to that obtained for a 67ms prime duration in Experiment 1. These findings
show an inhibitory influence of the stroke neighbour on target word recognition, which contrasts with the facilitatory effect reported by Shen and Forster (1999) . Moreover, even at these shorter prime durations there was no interaction of prime type and the relative frequency of prime and target characters, and so no indication that the modulating influence of frequency typically observed in neighbour priming in alphabetic languages is found for stroke neighbour priming in Chinese. The shorter prime durations used in Experiments 2a and 2b rule out the possibility that this is due to differences in prime duration. However, a further potentially important methodological issue was that, unlike in the present experiments, Shen and Forster displayed prime and target characters in a different font (the prime was displayed in Kaiti font and the target was displayed in Songti font, both of which are familiar fonts for Chinese readers) and in a slightly different font size, to minimize effects of overlap in the visual form of the two characters. Therefore, in order to address this methodological difference, we performed a further experiment using a similar display procedure as
Shen and Forster and a 50ms prime duration. Apart from these changes to the prime and target display, the design and procedure were identical to Experiment 2b.
Method
All were Mandarin-speaking, right-handed, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. No participant had also taken part in the previous experiments. The design and procedure were identical to Experiment 2b, except that the prime was displayed in Kaiti font and the target was displayed in Songti font, and the prime was of a slightly smaller font size than the target. Stimuli were presented on a 17-inch CRT monitor. Mean error rates and response latencies are shown in Table 1 .
Results and Discussion
Data analysis methods were the same as in the previous experiments. Incorrect responses and responses with latencies beyond the condition mean plus/minus 3 standard deviations were excluded from the analysis (accounting for 4.3% of trials). The resulting data were then analysed using an ANOVA with factors target character frequency (lower, higher) and prime type (neighbour, nonneighbour), computing error variance over participants (F 1 ) and items (F 2 ). Mean response latencies and error rates are shown in Table 1 Experiment 1, 2a, and 2b , and showed that inhibitory stroke neighbour priming is observed even when prime and target characters are displayed in different fonts and different font sizes and only a 50ms prime duration is used. As in the previous experiments, this inhibitory priming was not influenced by the relative frequency of prime and target characters.
Meta-analysis
Although the pattern of effects in Experiment 1 and Experiments 2a-c were similar, effects of neighbour priming were not always fully statistically reliable. Therefore, in order to assess these effects in a more powerful analysis, correct response times were analysed using a three-way ANOVA with factors target character frequency (lower, higher), prime type (neighbour, non-neighbour) and experiment (1, 2a, 2b, 2c Consequently, if a similar priming effect is observed between characters read normally in Chinese, character identification should be slowed when a prime character appears a few characters earlier in a sentence than a target character that is its neighbour, and this effect may be observed in measures of early character processing. Such an effect would also be consistent with the effects in Experiments 1 and 2a-c. Evidence from other eye movement research shows that word and character frequency influences eye movements while reading Chinese (Yan, Tian, Bai, & Rayner, 2006) . 
Method
Participants. Participants were 40 undergraduate and graduate students from Tianjin Normal University (Tianjin, China). All were Mandarin-speaking, right-handed, and had normal or correctedto-normal vision. No participants had also taken part in Experiments 1 or 2a-c.
Stimuli. The prime and target character pairs used in Experiments 1 and 2a-c (excluding the pseudo-character stimuli) were inserted into sets of sentence frames so that in one sentence pair a lower frequency target character followed either its higher frequency stroke neighbour or a higher frequency non-neighbour character and, in the other sentence pair, the higher frequency target character followed either its lower frequency stroke neighbour or a lower frequency non-neighbour character.
Insert Figure Primes that were stroke neighbours of target characters and primes that were non-neighbour controls often had to be combined with different characters to form words, and this created small differences in content across the stroke neighbour prime and non-prime conditions. Nevertheless, differences between the alternative versions of each sentence pair were minimized. Care was taken to match the lexical frequency of words in which prime/control and target characters appeared. The mean frequency for these words is shown in Table 2 . The number of characters in the text region between the prime and target characters was identical for sentences containing the same target character and either a neighbour or non-neighbour prime (M = 1.9, SD = 0.7), and did not differ significantly between sentence pairs in which a lower or higher frequency stroke neighbour was the target (F<2.9).
Sentences were arranged into lists that were counterbalanced for presentation across participants so that each participant viewed only one sentence from each set of sentences and an equal number of sentences in each condition.
Insert Table 2 Participants were instructed to fixate this point, and when they fixated it accurately, the experimenter initiated the presentation of a sentence. The first character of this sentence replaced the fixation point.
Participants read sentences silently and for comprehension, and pressed a response key when they had finished reading each sentence. On 25% of trials, this was followed by a comprehension question that participants responded to by pressing a response key to give a "yes" or "no" response.
Results and Discussion
Sentences were divided into four scoring regions (see Figure 1 ). Region 1 was the prime character. Region 2 was the intervening region comprising characters between the prime and target characters. Region 3 was the target character. Region 4 was the next, spill-over, character.
Prior to analysis, eye movement data were cleaned of track losses, blinks, and short (less than 80ms) and long (more than 1000ms) fixations. This accounted for less than 1% of trials. Because first-pass measures for each region excluded trials in which the region was skipped, one item was removed from the analyses as all participants skipped the prime character when reading this sentence, and so fixation time data for this character were unavailable. An analysis of outliers was used to identify fixations that were more than 3 standard deviations from the condition mean and these were replaced by the respective boundary value (affecting only 1.2% of the data). Several standard eye movement measures were then computed (see, e.g., Rayner, 1998 Rayner, , 2009 ). For Regions 1-4, we report first fixation duration, which was the duration of the first fixation in a region. In addition, for Region there was only one fixation in this region. For Regions 1-3, we report gaze duration, which is the sum of the duration of all fixations made from the first fixation within a region until a fixation outside this region (also known as first-pass reading time for regions containing more than one character), regression path reading time, which is the sum of the duration of all fixations from the first fixation in a region until a fixation to the right of this region, and total reading time, which is the sum of the duration of all fixations in a region. We also report the character-skipping rate for Region 3 (the target character), the frequency of regressions out of a region for Regions 3 and 4 (the target character and the post-target region), and the frequency of regressions into a region for Regions 1 and 3 (the prime character and the target character). The resulting data were analyzed using repeated measures ANOVA with factors character frequency (higher, lower) and orthographic similarity (neighbours, non-neighbours), computing error variance over participants (F 1 ) and items (F 2 ). Mean eye movement data are shown in Table 3 .
Insert Table 3 12. This was short-lived and not observed in later fixation time measures, and so most likely reflected minor differences in the content of the sentences across conditions within this region rather than an anticipatory effect due to the visual similarity between the prime and the target character in the following region. times (Fs<1.9). Moreover, although the inhibitory priming effect in first fixation durations was numerically larger for higher frequency targets that followed lower frequency primes than vice versa (25ms vs. 16ms), this interaction effect was not significant (Fs<.50) . No other interaction effects were significant (Fs<1.6). Thus, the inhibitory neighbour priming effect we observed was not modulated by the relative frequency of prime and target characters.
Region 3 (Target Character
Region 4 (Spillover).
No effects were significant (Fs<2.8). This confirmed that effects of stroke neighbour priming were short lived, and no effects spilled over from the target character to affect processing of text in the following region.
Experiment 3 provided evidence that inter-character priming occurs naturally during the reading of Chinese text and that prior exposure to a character that is orthographically similar (in terms of stroke overlap) a few characters earlier in a sentence can interfere with the normal process of character identification. This priming effect was not modulated by the relative frequency of prime and target characters (although character frequency effects were observed during prime character processing).
The effect is similar to the lexical neighbour priming effect reported by Paterson et al. (2009) , who found that inhibitory inter-word neighbour priming occurs naturally during reading in English and is not modulated by word frequency. Indeed, the only difference between the effect for words in this previous research and for Chinese characters in the present experiment is that Paterson et al. observed effects of frequency in first fixation durations for both prime and target words whereas in the present experiment effects of frequency were observed reliably only in regression path reading times (and in participants analyses for first fixation durations, gaze durations, and total reading times) for prime characters and in regressions and total reading times for target characters.
General Discussion
This study investigated whether orthographic similarity, defined in terms of stroke overlap at the level of the individual Chinese character, influences performance in character recognition experiments and in eye fixation durations during reading. Experiment 1 used a masked priming paradigm in which a target character followed a 67ms character prime. This showed that neighbour relations based on stroke overlap affect the recognition of Chinese characters, and that brief exposure to a character's neighbour as a prime can slow the subsequent recognition of this character when it is presented as a target. This effect is similar to the inhibitory neighbour priming effect typically observed for alphabetic languages (e.g., Bijeljac-Babic et al., 1997; Brysbaert et al., 2000; Davis & Lupker, 2006; De Moor & Brysbaert, 2000; Drews & Zwitserlood, 1995; Grainger et al., 1991; Grainger & Ferrand, 1994; Nakayama, Sears, & Lupker, 2008; Segui & Grainger, 1990) , where neighbour relations are defined in terms of overlap between the letters of prime and target words (Coltheart et al., 1977; Davis & Taft, 2005) . However, unlike the effects for words in these languages (in many studies), no modulating influence of the relative frequency of prime and target characters was observed.
Moreover, even though clear effects of frequency were observed in response times for target characters, the priming effect was similar when targets had either a higher or lower frequency of occurrence than prime characters. Experiment 2 further explored this effect using shorter prime durations (33ms & 50ms) and a modified procedure in which prime and target characters were displayed in a different font and font size (Experiment 2c), and produced essentially the same pattern of inhibitory priming, with no evidence of a modulating influence of character frequency. These experiments therefore show that neighbour priming defined in terms of stroke overlap are observed in
Chinese character recognition and that these effects are not modulated by relative character frequency.
As we noted above, this inhibitory influence of a stroke neighbour is consistent with numerous studies showing that an orthographically similar prime can inhibit word recognition in alphabetic languages. However, the present findings differ from those reported by Shen and Forster (1999) , which although concerned with effects of phonological priming on character recognition in Chinese, also assessed effects of stroke neighbour primes on lexical decisions (and naming times) for target characters. As in the present experiments, stroke neighbour primes differed by no more than two strokes from the target characters. However, in contrast with the present research, Shen and Forster found that stroke neighbour primes facilitated character recognition. We have shown this difference in findings is not readily accounted for by a number of differences in experimental procedure, as inhibitory effects were obtained even when we used the same prime duration (50ms) and similar display procedures as Shen and Forster. Indeed, our findings show a consistent pattern of inhibitory priming across long (67m) and short (33ms & 50ms) prime durations, and this is consistent with recent research showing that prior exposure to a word's neighbour can slow lexical decisions even at short prime durations (De Moor, Van der Herten, & Verguts, 2007) .
While effects of prime duration and display procedure cannot explain differences in the findings in present experiments and those reported by Shen and Forster (1999) , other differences in design and procedure may be relevant, including differences in stimulus composition and the design of pseudocharacters. For instance, there were potentially important differences in the proportion of simple and compound characters used as stimuli in the two studies. Both studies ensured that neighbour characters differed by no more than two character strokes. However, almost half the prime-target pairs (i.e., 30 of 62 prime-target pairs) in the Shen and Forster study were composed of simple characters, for which the orthographic relationship between prime and target characters may be particularly salient, and this may have been accentuated in the Shen and Forster study by presenting simple and compound character targets to participants separately, in different experimental sessions.
By comparison, the present experiments used a smaller proportion of simple characters (only 10 high frequency characters, and 13 low frequency characters that served as either primes or target characters, from a total of 128 characters) and these were presented to participants intermixed with compound prime and target characters in the same session.
Differences in the construction of the pseudo-characters used to produce non-character responses in the decision task may also be relevant. In the present experiments, pseudo-characters were created by combining radicals that do not combine to form real Chinese characters, in order to ensure an appropriate level of difficulty in the character decision task. Shen and Forster (1999) used the same procedure to create pseudo-character foils for their compound characters, but created pseudo-character foils for their simple characters by changing up to two strokes in a real simple
Chinese character to produce a non-character. Finally, a further difference, which may be relevant, was that participants in the Shen and Forster study were graduate students (or their spouses) studying at a US university, and so likely to be bilingual and to have greater recent experience of reading in English, whereas all the participants in our experiments were mainland Chinese students from a largely monolingual community. It is unclear precisely how this difference in participant characteristics, or potentially important differences in stimulus composition and pseudo-character construction, will have produced contrasting findings, and it is evident that further work is required to more fully understand the circumstances in which stroke neighbours produce inhibitory or facilitatory influences. What is clear, however, is that procedures employed in the present research produced remarkably robust inhibitory priming across a range of prime durations, and across different display conditions, and that these findings are consistent with a broad range of findings from research in alphabetic languages and more recent research in Japanese Katakana (Nayakama et al., 2011) . The present results therefore provide strong evidence that orthographic similarity, defined in terms of stroke overlap at the level of the individual Chinese character, influences performance in character recognition experiments, and that the underlying process of character recognition involves mechanisms of competition and inhibition.
Experiment 3 extended this investigation into the realm of natural reading, and used measures of eye movements during reading to determine whether inter-character priming effects similar to those in the character recognition experiments are observed in eye fixation durations for Chinese characters during normal reading. A previous study by Paterson et al. (2009) showed there is an analog in reading of the inhibitory neighbour priming effect observed in isolated word recognition for alphabetic languages, and that when a word's lexical neighbour is encountered a few words earlier in a sentence, this can interfere with the process of word identification that occurs naturally during reading. Experiment 3 used this manipulation to further explore the nature of inter-character neighbour priming in Chinese reading and showed that a similar inhibitory stroke neighbour priming effect was observed between characters encountered naturally in Chinese text, and that this priming effect was unaffected by the relative frequency of prime and target characters. Similar to the findings of Paterson et al. for words, this effect was seen to emerge early in target character processing and affected the duration of the very first fixation on a target character, which was longer when this character followed an orthographically similar than dissimilar prime.
Inhibitory Stroke Neighbours in Chinese 31
The present experiments show robust and consistent inhibitory neighbour priming based on stroke overlap between Chinese characters both in isolated character recognition and in eye fixations during reading. The effects are similar to those observed for alphabetic languages, except that the relative frequency of prime and target words that has been shown to modulate the influence of a neighbour prime on word recognition in alphabetic languages did not affect character recognition in the present research. Nevertheless, similarities between inhibitory priming in the present research and in previous research in alphabetic languages suggest that a definition of neighbour relations based on stroke overlap is an effective means of exploring orthographic priming in Chinese word recognition that is not confounded by phonological similarity. Previous research that has examined neighbour priming effects in Chinese word recognition has often defined neighbours in terms of a shared radical or common character in words formed from two characters (e.g., Chen & Peng, 2001; Chen et al., 2003; Huang et al., 2006; Perfetti & Tan, 1998; Tan et al., 1995; Wang & Yan, 2006; Wu & Chen, 2003) . Note, however, that lexical representations at the level of the character, or at the level of the radical, can be considered higher order than representations at the level of the stroke and, to this extent, the current study involves the manipulation of a simpler orthographic variable. This enabled us to have strict control over extraneous variables across our experimental conditions, and perhaps this is why effects are so consistent. What is clear is that the present research makes an important contribution to understanding how Chinese characters are recognized by revealing an influence of orthographic similarity at the level of individual strokes on character recognition.
The present findings suggest that similar systems and mechanisms may be responsible for neighbour priming effects in Chinese and in alphabetic languages. Competitive network accounts of word recognition (e.g., Davis, 2003; Grainger & Jacobs, 1996; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981) account for neighbour priming effects in terms of competition between lexical entries. According to this account, prior exposure to a word's orthographic neighbour provides activation for a lexical competitor and, because this competitor inhibits activation of the correct lexical entry, at least temporarily, this slows target word recognition. A similar mechanism can account for inhibitory neighbour priming in Chinese character recognition (and for a competitive network model of Chinese word recognition, see Taft, Zhu, & Peng, 1999) if it is assumed that exposure to a Chinese character activates not only the representation of that character, but also other characters that are similar in construction and that differ by one or two strokes. Accordingly, the prior display of a prime character that has a similar arrangement of strokes will activate the representation of this character and, because the prime is orthographically similar to the target, this will provide a strong competitor for the target character's representation and so slow recognition of the target character.
A competitive network approach provides a similar account of the neighbour priming effects that occurs during reading, and requires that prior exposure to the prime produces activation of a character's representation that provides an orthographic competitor for the target character so long as its activation has not decayed or been overwritten prior to the reader encountering the target.
Although such an account has not been formally incorporated within current models of eye movements during reading (e.g., E-Z Reader), accounts of lexical neighbourhood effects based on these models frequently include the assumption that the slowdown in word identification associated with the availability of a word's higher frequency neighbour is a result of competition between lexical entries (e.g., Perea & Pollatsek, 1998; Pollatsek, Perea, & Binder, 1999; Williams, Perea, Pollatsek, & Rayner, 2006; Slattery, 2010) . However, similar effects would also emerge in a model in which neighbour priming is accounted for in terms of episodic memory (e.g., Tenpenny, 1995) , according to which a memory trace encoded during the processing of the prime (word or Chinese character) is evoked during the processing of the target and interferes with its identification.
Despite the similarities between neighbour priming effects in the present experiments and those reported previously for alphabetic languages, important differences need to be considered. Chief among these are the absence of a modulating influence of character frequency on orthographic priming in the masked priming experiments, the relatively weak effect of character frequency in eye fixation durations during reading, and the short-lived nature of the priming effect in fixation durations.
By comparison with the present findings, which showed priming effects in early processing measures only, Paterson et al. (2009) obtained robust inhibitory priming effects in a broad range of fixation duration measures for target words, and these even spilled over to influence processing of the subsequent word. Several differences between the present experiments and prior research on neighbour priming in alphabetic languages may have contributed to these differences. First, particular care was taken in the present experiment to construct prime and target characters that, while orthographically similar, were phonologically dissimilar. This had the advantage in the present experiment of disentangling priming effects that are purely orthographic from those involving a combination of orthographic and phonological influences. It is difficult to disentangle these influences in alphabetic languages (because of fairly tight grapheme to phoneme mappings) and effects of orthographic and phonological overlap are often conflated in studies of neighbour priming effects in these languages. Consequently, while the present research reveals effects of orthographic influences on character recognition in Chinese, the conservative approach used to construct stimuli for these experiments may have produced less powerful priming effects, and this may have resulted in weaker effects of priming on fixations durations in reading.
Second, whereas studies of neighbour priming in alphabetic languages have relied primarily on letter substitution and the classic definition of neighbour relations (e.g., Coltheart et al, 1977) to assess effects of orthographic similarity, the present research examined priming effects for characters that differed by the substitution, addition, or deletion of up to two character strokes. Both this broader definition of neighbour relations and the fact that character pairs differed in the number and location of stroke differences may have caused effects to be more variable in the present research than in previous studies using alphabetic languages. Third, Chinese characters are rarely read in isolation and usually combine with other characters to form words. Whether the prime and target characters we used in Experiment 3 were the first or second constituent of a word was difficult to control while also ensuring that sentences were meaningful and prime and target characters were the requisite distance apart. In addition, Chinese characters are rapidly combined to form words during reading, and these words will also differ in frequency. Evidence from other research has shown that while character and word frequency both influence eye movements while reading, the size of the character frequency effect is modulated by both the word frequency effect and whether this character is the first or second constituent of a two-character word . Consequently, the relatively weak influence of character frequency in the present experiment may be due to the short-lived nature of these effects and by whether the character typically forms the first or second constituent in a word. Again, this may have influenced effects of character frequency observed in the present experiments.
Third, effects of orthographic overlap between characters defined at the level of the stroke may differ from effects of orthographic similarity at the level of the letter in alphabetic languages. Indeed, while strokes and letters may be considered analogous levels of representation, differences in the status of strokes versus characters in word processing may lead to differences in sequential processing associated with lexical decomposition during reading in alphabetic and non-alphabetic languages (e.g., Tan et al., 1995; Chen & Peng, 2001; Chen et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2003; Yan et al, 2011; Yu, Feng, Cao, & Li, 1990 ). Such differences may also contribute to differential effects of orthographic similarity in alphabetic compared with character-based languages like Chinese. Finally, because
Inhibitory Stroke Neighbours in Chinese 35 prime and target characters were only a short physical distance apart in Experiment 3, it is possible that the presence of a visually similar character in parafoveal vision will have interfered with target character identification. If this is the case, the effects may reveal a neighbour interference effect that is not dependent on memory for previously encountered targets. However, as the perceptual span for
Chinese encompasses only 1 character to the left of fixation (and 3 characters to the right; Inhoff & Liu, 1998 ; see also Schotter, Angele, & Rayner, 2012) , it was unlikely that readers could identify prime characters during the processing of target characters in our experiment.
In sum, the present research provides novel insights into effects of orthographic similarity on the recognition of Chinese characters using masked priming and measures of eye movements while reading. The findings show clearly that prior exposure to a character that differs by just one or two strokes from a target character, and therefore is its orthographic stroke neighbour, can slow recognition of that character, and so provide evidence of competition during character recognition in non-alphabetic languages. These findings, therefore, demonstrate that inhibitory neighbour priming effects shown previously for alphabetic languages are also observed for non-alphabetic languages and that neighbour priming (based on stroke overlap) occurs at the level of the character in Chinese. 
